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Nombre: ________________________________________________________
1. Read and answer.
We have got a very intelligent robot at school. His name is RU10 and we
keep him in the library. He sleeps there, under a desk, behind the bin.
He is not very tall. His eyes and his mouth are big, but he hasn’t got any
ears. His legs and arms are short.
The robot can read books, but he can’t write. He walks very quickly! He also
plays chess very well. He is really intelligent.
He was ill last week; his legs were not well. The mechanic at school was very
quick and RU10 was well again in two hours.
Now he is walking again and he is reading books to the little children in the
library. Everybody likes RU10!

1. Where does RU10 sleep?

2. What can he do?

3. RU10 was happy last week.
4. What is RU10 doing now?

YES

NO

_________________________________________________________________________

5. All the children like the robot.

YES

NO

2. Circle the right verb.
RU10 wakes up at 7:30 everyday. He HAVE / HAS breakfast in the cafeteria and goes back
to the library. There are lots of books in the library, and RU10 reads about 15
everyday.
He loves READING / READ stories to the children.
Yesterday he had a book about dangerous dinosaurs. There WAS / WERE many
different kinds of dinosaurs. They HAVE / HAD big teeth.
Tomorrow RU10 IS READING / IS GOING TO READ a story about kings and
princesses.

3. Complete with the words from the box. Be careful! There’s an extra word.

BUT

NEXT

HIM

SOMETIMES

BECAUSE

NEVER

RU10 is only 5 years old. _______________ he plays with us in the playground, but he
prefers to stay in the library _______________ he loves books. He sits
_______________ to the window and reads all day.
When we go on holiday we send _______________ letters and e-mails.
He loves reading them, _______________ he can’t write back!
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4. Complete with the words from the box. Be careful! There’s an extra word.

DRINK

SUNNY

MONSTERS

SPRING

WEARING

DRINKS

It’s a ____________________ Tuesday in October. It’s warm and
____________________ outside, so RU10 is reading in the garden. He is
_______________ a hat with a flower on it. The children are sitting around him. He
is telling them a horror story about _______________.
At 12.30 RU10 is going to go back to the library and have his lunch. He can’t eat.
He only _______________ oil and water!

5. RU10 is asking the boys some questions about their holidays. Complete their
conversation. Be careful. There’s an extra bubble!

What are you doing?

Can we go together some time?

Where were you?

Have you got any pictures?

Do you like the sea?

Are there any photographs of the sea?

RU10:

Hello, boys. ___________________________________________________________?

Boys:

We are talking about our holidays.

RU10:

_____________________________________________________________________?

Boys:

Yes, we’ve got lots of pictures! Look!

RU10:

Oh! __________________________________________________________________?

Boys:

Of course! We were on the beach everyday. __________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________?

RU10:

Yes, I love it! I was in Mar Del Plata last year. _______________________________
_____________________________________________________________________?

Boys:

Sure! We can go any time you want. It’s a great idea!

6. Read and match.
1. What's the weather like?

A. Shall I help you?

2. When does RU10 read to you?

B. I can’t. I’m studying for a test.

3. Would you like to play football?

C. I need some water.

4. I’m thirsty.

D. Rainy and cloudy.

5. I can’t solve this Maths problem.

E. On Mondays and Wednesdays.

